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PAC and ŜR Investigations of Light Interstitial Diffusion
In IntermetalUc Hydrides

P.BOYER and A.BAUORY

Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Grenoble, DRF/Serv1ce de Physique,
Laboratoire de Magnétisme et Diffusion par Interactions Hyperfi-
nes, 85X, 38041 Grenoble Cedex, France.

Specific aspects of the Perturbed Angular Correlation (PAC) of
•y-rays concerning its application to the study of atomic diffusion
1n solids are presented. PAC results recently obtained on the
181 Ta probe in several crystalline and amorphous phases of Zr,N1

hydrides are briefly summarized. Preliminary ̂SR results relative
to these intermetallic hydrides are presented and compared to the
PAC data.

Introduction

The microscopic study of hydrogen diffusion in metallic hydrides
has received a great deal of attention in the past ten years. Host
Investigations in this field have been conducted with quasi-elas-
tic neutron scattering and 'H NMR. However, less widespread tech-
niques such as the perturbed angular correlation (PAC) of "r-rays
emitted In cascade by a radioactive nucleus, and the spin rotation
or relaxation of the positive muon (n$R) are also tools of choice
for such Investigations. Both techniques make use of the anisotro-
py properties of the désintégration of a spin-polarized probe. The
quantity of Interest for deducing informations about hydrogen mo-
tions is the depolarization rate of the spins. However, it should
be underlined that the two techniques offer both different and
complementary points of view on the dynamics of interstitial hy-
drogen atoms or vacancies.

The *̂ is a diffusing Interstitial probe which in highly-concen-
trated hydrides behaves as a tracer for hydrogen diffusion. With a
spin 1/2 and a magnetic moment of 8.90 ̂  , the muon Is able to
sense very low magnetic fields. When Implanted In non-magnetic hy-
drides It experiences the local field originating from the dlpole
moments of the nearby protons and metallic nuclei. The measurement
of the depolarization rate of the Implanted muon beam give access
to the correlation time characteristic of random fluctuations In
the local field experienced by the muon In the course of Its dif-
fusive mot Ion.Several transverse-field nSR studies show that
strong correlation effects exist between muon and hydrogen jumps
(1-3). As a consequence the relation between the measured correla-
tion time of dipolar fluctuations and the diffusion of n* Is far
from being straightforward. Let us add that the muon site can be
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uniquely characterized from the depolarization rate measured at
low temperature, i.e. when the muon Is at rest.

In PAC experiments on non-magnetic hydrides a stationnary radioac-
tive nucleus 1s used as a guadrupolar prpbe sensitive to the local
electric field gradient (efg) produced by the charge environment.
Magnetic dipole interactions can also be present, but they are
smaller by 2 or 3 orders of magnitude and then quite negligible.
If the efg fluctuations which cause the relaxation of the nuclear
spins are due to the motions of nearby hydrogen atoms or vacan-
cies, the corrélation time of the quadrupolar fluctuations is just
the mean residence time of the moving species in its equilibrium
position. In order to detect properly quadrupole relaxation ef-
fects, hydrogen concentrations corresponding to the presence of at
least one intersticial atom or vacancy In the vicinity of the pro-
be are needed, Then the PAC technique is not appropriate for Inve-
stigating diffusion In systems presenting very low concentrations
of diffusing species. Plonneer PAC investigations of diffusion in
solids were carried out by our group 1n zirconia-based ionic con-
ductors with oxygenvacancy concentrations of » 5X (4). Finally, it
is worth to observe that the PAC probe is mostly a substltutional
Impurity 1n the metallic, lattice. Nevertheless, no specific ef-
fects due to hydrogen trapping have been detected in PAC experi-
ments conducted on metallic hydrides.

Quadrupole relaxation phenomena can also be observed by NMR on
stationnary probes. However, in practice, the relaxation caused by
diffusion effects Is obscured by other contributions for almost
all the candidates for studies 1n hydrides of Interest, An excep-
tion Is 4S Sc which has been used as an NMR probe for studies 1n
scandium hydr1des(5).

Among the numerous IntermetalUc lattices able to absorb large
amounts of hydrogen, of special interest are those formed between
early-transition (T1.Zr.Hf) and late-transition (Co, NI, Cu, Rh,
Pd...) elements. Such Intermetall1c alloys are able to form hydri-
des in both amorphous and crystalline phases, and are then good
candidates for Investigating and comparing the mechanisms of hy-
drogen diffusion 1n the two phases. Furthermore, the question ari-
ses as whether the diffusion 1n highly disordered lattices is ac-
tually controlled by a broad distribution of potential barrier? as
It 1s reasonably anticipated (6). Recent studies on a-T^NIH, (7)
and a-Zr.NIM,, (8) by 'H-NMR and 1B1 Ta-PAC respectively seems to
Indicate that such Is not always the case.

In this paper we first present some specific aspects of the PAC
spectroscopy concerning the study of atomic diffusion in condensed
matter. Then, 1S1 Ta PAC data recently obtained in several crystal-
line and amorphous phases of 2r2N1 hydrides are briefly summari-
zed. Finally, these results are compared to the preliminary u$R
data collected at the ISIS facility.
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Fig. 1: Schematic description of transverse-field M5R (up) and PAC
(down) experiments. The rotation of the asymmetric intensity pat-
terns relative to the photon "r2 and the positon emitted by the
spin-polarized nucleus and the muon respectively takes place at
the spin-precession frequency t^ around the direction of the ap-
plied magnetic-field. The damping on the osci l lat ing patterns re-
flects the depolarization effect produced by inhomogeneities
and/or time-dependent fluctuations in the local field sensed by
the muon or the nucleus.

Quadrupole relaxation In PAC

The basic principle of PAC and \£R experiments is illustrated In
Figure 1. By looking at this figure the reader can observe the
close similarity between the foundations of these two spin-preces-
sion techniques. The PAC technique Is founded on the time-diffe-
rential measurement of the intensity 1(8, t) of the gamma radiation
emitted anisotropically by a spin-polarized nuclear levai. In an
appropriate T, -T2 nuclear cascade, the polarization of the Inter-
mediate level 1s achieved by selecting a fixed direction for the
detection of the first radiation "r, at time t • 0. Two successive
radiations are detected In directions separated by an angle e and
the coincidence rate 1(9, t) Is then named "angular correlation
function" of the nuclear cascade. When implanted in condensed mat-
ter the emitting nuclei experience electric and/or magnetic hyper-
fine fields during the lifetime T of the intermediate state, and
as a result a time-dependent perturbation of the angular correla-
tion function takes place,

In our experiments on Zr2N1 hydrides, 181 Ta In substitution on Zr
sites was used as a PAC probe. The widely-used 133keV-482keV cas-
cade of this nucleus Is fed by p-decay from 181 Hf (T./z - 45 days)
. With a spin I -5/2 , a quadrupole moment Q - 2.5 barn and a li-
fetime T * 1.54 10'*s, the Intermediate level of this cascade 1s a
highly sensitive quadrupole probe. In a polycrystalline sample,
the time-dependent perturbation factor of the anlsotropy of the
1S1 Ta cascade can be expressed as follows:

cos (1)
n-1



If the exponential terms are ignored , the above expression des-
cribes a situation In which the quadrupolar probe interacts with a
single randomly-oriented static efg. The interaction can be cha-
racterized by the coupling frequency yg and the asymmetry parame-
ter TI of the efg tensor. The modulation frequencies are related to
VQ through v - fn(^) v. ,In addition to the oscillating terms we
note the exisîencenof a 'hard-core" term S,0 (T,) which results from
the fact that part of the Initial polarization is preserved in the
presence of interactions with static efgs oriented at random. With
a time resolution of 5 10"10 s now currently available, quadrupole
Interactions corresponding to modulation frequencies between 20
MHz and 300 MHz can be detected by PAC on the rt1 Ta probe.

The damping factor Pn(t) affects the oscillating part of Gz(t) on-
ly. It accounts for the existence of static cfg inhomogeneltles
which can be reproduced In most cases by a lorentzian
[P (t) . exp("*i>nt)] or Gaussian [P (t) - exp(-l/2 52^t2)] dis-
tribution of quâdrupole coupling frequencies, with a relative
width g>. The linewidths &i> can be understood as the result of t
lass of coherence due to aephasing effects in the precession of
the spins in the Irihomogeneous local efg.

The exponential factor exp(-xt) which equally affects the hardcore
term and the amplitudes of the oscillating terms, conveys the re-
laxation of the spins in the presence of time fluctuations 1n the
field gradient. The correlation time TC of the quadrupolar fluc-
tuations sensed by the PAC sUtionnary probe is also the mean re-
sidence time TR of the moving atom or vacancy on Its equilibrium
position. The characterization of spin- relaxation effects by a
single relaxation rate x Is strictly valid for asymptotic condi-
tions of very slow (TcKn > 1) and very fast (T vn < 1) fluctua-
tions only. If an exponential correlation function is postulated
for the fluctuations, the relaxation rate x can be then related 1n
a simple way to the correlation time TC within the asymptotic li-
mits: x • r'1 and x • A< (vl)2>T respectively.The average should
be taken over the different orientations and amplitudes of the
field-gradient tensor, andA * 3.96 103 for 1S1 Ta. This non latti-
ce-specific description of relaxation effects has been shown to be
a valuable approximation of more realistic models within quite
large ranges of fluctuation rates (9). However, when static and
time-fluctuating efg components are simultaneously present at the
probe site as 1t Is expected in hydrides of non-cubic metallic
lattices, x Is actually found to be proportionnai to r̂ 1 , I.e.
X • or'1 , In the range of slow fluctuations, a -1 in the absence
of any static efg component, and then decreases together with the
relative contribution of the fluctuating component. In 181 Ta PAC
spectroscopy, the above relationships between x and re constitute
a quite good approximation everywhere but for TC values - 10"

8s.
If the jump rate v- rj1 of the diffusing species obeys an Arrhe-

•
nlus law v 'v Oexp(-ry) as It Is expected for a classical hopping
process, we obtain the Lnx vs.T'1 pattern displayed in Figure Z.



The similarity of this symmetrical pattern wi th the Ln(T ,' )
v s . T " 1 plot used in NMR should be noted. For the essent ia l it is
made of two straightlines with opposite slopes corresponding to
slow- and fast-relaxation regimes respectively, separated by a
flat maximum corresponding to jump frequencies =lO*s"1 . Around
this maximum, the PAC spectra cannot be properly reproduced with a
single relaxation rate, but it is yet possible to define a
relaxat ion rate which accounts roughly for the damped behaviour of
the perturbation factor. The value AMII observed at the maximum
can be used to est imate the ratio a between A and ^ in the
slow-fluctuation regime.

Fig . 2 : Temperature behaviour
of the quadrupolar relaxation
rate A and coupling frequency ua
1n PAC spectroscopy. The values
indicated are typical of 1B1 Ta
PAC experiments in Hydrides.

Also in Figure 2 1s shown the decrease of the quadrupole coupling
frequency which takes place together with the spin-relaxation phe-
nomenon. This "motional decreasing" effect 1s comparable to the
motional narrowing effect observed on the dipolar Unewidth 1n NMR
and tiSR spectroscopies. In practice, this effect is expected to
set In as soon as the jump rate becomes comparable with the qua-
drupolar Unewldth Sf, corresponding to the lower modulation fre-
quency P.. In 1fl1 Ta PAC experiments the motional decreasing of the
quadrupole coupling frequency appears typically for jump rates
v x lO's '' . Assuming the diffusion takes place on a cubic latt i-
ce, such a value corresponds to a sel f -d i f fus ion coeff icient
D » 10'* cm2 .s. The temperature dependence of the quadrupole fre-
quency yields an absolute, non model-dependent estimation of the
hopping rate. It also allows to determine the stat ic component of
the quadrupole coupling , which corresponds to the residual fre-
quency observed on the high-temperature side. In conclusion, the
PAC technique yields accurate values of activation energy, but on-
ly approximate values for the residence time of the moving atom.

The observation of low relaxation rates 1s limited by the "time
window" of the PAC probe, and also by the signal to noise ratio
which depends on the number of fortuitous coincidence events. In
practice, the time scale extend roughly over 5r, T being the life-
time of the nuclear spin level. For 1B1 Ta ST « 8 10"" s, which
allows to detect relaxation times as long as 5 10"r s under the
best experimental conditions. Consequently, quadrupolar fluctua-
tions with correlation times standing roughly between 10'1Z s and
10'6 s can be observed by 181 Ta PAC spectroscopy.



Summary of 1ai Ta PAC results 1n Zr :Ni hydrides.

The main results deduced from the PAC relaxation data obtained by
our group In crystalline and amorphous phases of several Zr,Ni
will be now briefly summarized. Several papers have been published
on the subject (8,10),

In crystalline hydride compositions, the activation energy of hy-
drogen jumps increases with the hydrogen concentration from 0.15
eV for Zr2N1H2 , to 0.38 eV for Zr^NiH . For the last concentra-
tion which corresponds to hydrogen saturation, a second Arrhenius
process corresponding to a very low activation energy (0.11 eV) is
observed and Is attributed to the motion of H atoms weakly bound
in ZZr2N1 tetrahedral holes, For the hydride compositions
Zr2N(Hz , and Zr2N1H, , the PAC data well agree with the

 1H NMR da-
ta of 'Aubertln et al. (11). The values of the pre-exponentlal fac-
tors display a broad dispersion on about 3 orders of magnitude.
This could be partially explained by blocking effects related to
site occupancies and short range interactions between H atoms 1n
the different sublattlces of interstitial holes. Plausible jump
pathways for the protons can be proposed by combining PAC relaxa-
tion results with Interstitial site occupancies determined by neu-
tron diffraction(12).

In the amorphous hydride Zr,N1H, , the PAC experiments indicate a
lower activation energy (0.135 evf in comparison to those observed
in crystalline hydrides of nearby compositions. Such a result
agrees with the observations made in other amorphous hydride pha-
ses and Is usually considered as an evidence for the existence of
easier diffusion pathways for Interstitial hydrogen in highly di-
sordered lattices. More surprising Is the absence of any broad di-
stribution for the activation energy, A similar situation has al-
ready been found In T165N11SH1S by T, -NMR measurements (7) These
two systems appear as exceptions among a lot of disordered hydride
phases t i l l now Investigated, and speculative explanations only
can be put forward about this point which remains open, Finally,
the hydrogen hopping rate does not change by varying the composi-
tion from H2 6 to H4 5 , and this does not seems to be related to
an anomalous volume expansion.

Results of uSR Experiments in Zr,Ni Hydrides

Studies on Zr2N1 hydrides using ŜR spectroscopy have been under-
taken on the muon beam of the ISIS facility at R.A.L. This pulsed
source of low-energy muons Is well adapted to measurements of ra-
ther low depolarization rates (50.1 ^s"1 ) such as those usually
observed In non- magnetic metallic hydrides. Presently, the struc-
ture of the muon pulse in two successive bunches separated by 330
ns does not permit to work with precession frequencies higher than
a 3MHz (B a 200G). In such conditions, depolarization rates in the
range ,01-lMHz can be measured In transverse- field experiments.
This corresponds to correlation times for the dipolar magnetic
fluctuations standing roughly between 10'8 s and 10"*s. This range
can be extended towards longer correlation times In experiments
without applied magnetic field. We report here some preliminary
results obtained In transverse-field (B - 200 G) ̂ R experiments.



Figure 3 displays the temperature dependence of the depolarization
rate A In crystalline Zr?N1H4 8 and amorphous Zr2N1H4. The raw da-
ta were analyzed assuming an exponential depolarization function
and inserting in the expression of the time-dependent counting ra-
te a background component. The precessing background was determi-
ned by replacing the actual sample by a hematite dummy. The same
figure allows also to compare the depolarization rates measured in
Zr,Ni hydrides and non-charged Zr2N1. It clearly appears that the
contribution of the metallic lattice to the depolarization is qui-
te small and can be reasonnably neglected. The dipolar and quadru-
polar fluctuation rates measured~by n$R and PAC respectively in
a-Zr^N1h4 j and crystalline ZrzN1H48 can be compared from the
plots given in Figure 4. The values of r^1 relative to the muon
diffusion «ere calculated from the relat jn A » o*rc where a is
the Gaussian linewidth measured at low temperature. For the two
samples a « Q.HMHz.
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Fig. 3 : Experimental depo-
larization rates (Lorentzian
) ineshapes) of ^ 1n
Zr,Ni (V), Zr?N1H (A),
and amorphous Zr,N1K (Q).
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Some Interesting conclusions can be drawn from these very prelimi-
nary data. First, in both hydrides the rate T'1 of the dipolar
fluctuations appears to be much lower than the quadrupolar fluc-
tuation rate deduced from PAC experiments. For uncorrelated jumps
one expects the following relation to hold:

r;1 " T;' i r; (2)
where r'^ and TJ,' are the muon and proton hopping rates respecti-
vely. In such conditions one should always have TC

} i TH
I , which is

just opposite to what is actually observed. The comparison between
fiSR and PAC relaxation data gives then evidence for the existence
of a strong correlation between muon and proton Jumps. However, a
difference as large as an order of magnitude between the correla-
tion times observed by the two techniques In crystalline Zr2N1H4 .
Is hard to explain. Let us note that a very similar difference Ts
found between the correlation times measured by R̂ and
quasi-elastic neutron scattering 1n ZrV^ (13).

The second result concerns the activation energy of the hopping
rate, which Is found to be ~ 20% lower for the muon in the amor-
phous hydride phase, and roughly the same for both particles 1n
crystal 1 1neZrzN1Ht 8 . Thus the situation appears as differing from
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Fig, 4 : Temperature dependence of the inverse of the correlation
time derived from nSR U*) and PAC (H) In crystalline Zr2N1H4 8
(left) and amorphous Zr2N1H t(right).

the one observed In other crystall ized hydrides such as
NbHx (1), PdHK{2) and 11^(3), }n which quite different activation
energies but correlation times of the same order of magnitude are
found for n* and H motions. We believe that new experiments, in-
cluding zero-field measurements, on different hydride compositions
In both crystallized and amorphous phases could bring more insight
into the problem of n*-H correlations. We also hope that such mea-
surements can add in understanding why no broad distr ibution of
activation energies is detected in some amorphous hydrides.

The t*SR experiments benefited
S.COX, P.DAIMAS and S.SCOTT.
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